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a /V2, then instability may generally cause
a redistribution of currents over the cross-section
of the cylinder.
The dependence of n, T and H upon r may similarly be obtained inother cases.
In conclusion the author wishes to express his
profound gratitude to N. N. Bogoliuhov· for his assistance in this analysis.
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The operator form of the Hartree-Fock equation is considered, The Thomas-Fermi
and the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac equations are obtained in the zeroth approximation in. terms
of 71. Quantum corrections were found by the operator method for the Thomas-Fermi equations of 2nd and 4th order in 1r. The correction of 2nd order is compared with the
Weizsacker correction and it is shown that the latter is 9 times larger than the quantum
theory value. The resultant equations are applied to the computation of the total energy
of the atom,

This correction was first found by Weizsacker2
by a variational method; however, in its quantitative behavior, it has been subjected to criticism, both in principle and in a comparison of its
value with experiment. 3 - 7 • It was established that
the Weizsacker correction was too large a quantity, in which connection, it was improved in a
series of researches 3,6 by the introduction of a
constant coefficient less than unity. In the present work, a stepwise quantum-mechanical derivation of the quantum corrections of second and fourth
order in
is deduced from the Hartree-F ock
equation. In this case it is appropriate to use the
operator formulation of theproblem. A study of the
non-relativistic equation of Hartree-Fock in operator form is given in Sec. 2. This form is especially convenient in the relativistic case, and also
for interactions which depend on the spin or on
the isotopic spin. In the neglect of the non-com mutability of the operators for the potential and kinetic energies, we obtain the Thomas-Fermi and the
Thomas-Fermi -Dirac equations.
The quantum corrections correspond to a consideration of the commutators of these operators,

1. INTRODUCTION

iT ods
HE Thomas-Fermi method is one of the methof the statistical description of systems con1

sisting of a large number of identical particles,
and finds wide application in different areas of
physics. On the basis of this method, the idea is
presented of electrons (if a,, atom is under discussion) moving classically hut with the additional
condition that in each cell of phase space there be
located no more than two particles. Interaction of
garticles is considered here by the introduction of
the self-consistent field (with or without exchange}.
The method under consideration is approximate,
for which reason attempts have repeatedly been
made at making it more precise in various ways
by the introduction of corresponding corrections. 1
In their number we include the quantum correction
(or, what amounts to the same thing, the correction for heterogeneity) which reflects thefact
of the smearing out. of thettajectory of the particle.

n
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in which the corrections of higher order areconnected
with the more complicated commutators. This
problem is considered in Sec. 3 and in the Appendix.
In Sec. 4, the resultant correction is used for
evaluation of the total energy of the atoms of the
noble gases. In this case, the disagreement with
experiment isreduced from 25-35% {without account
of quantum corrections) and 20-35% {with account
of the Weizsacker correction) down to 5-7%.

p"

The operator
which is contained in the latter
equation, acts both on the 8-f)!..nction and on the
coordinate q 'that enters into Q . Therefore, it
can be written in the form
= ina 1aq'
{J~,
where the subscript o indicates theobject of operation of
Making use of the integral representation of the 8-function, we obtain the relations

r"

p.

(q' I Q I q")

2. OPERATOR FORMULATION OF THE HARTREE-FOCK EQUATION

n

v

~ dq"' {(q' IV+ B- A I q"') (q"' IP I q")
-

(q' I p Iq"') (q"'

(l)

I u+ B -A Iq")} = o.

(q'

the total kinetic and potential energy in the external
field; B is the potential energy of the direct interaction of the particles:
{3a)

q"' I)

·(q"' 1 P; q"') dq"' -o(q'- q");

hv

:

(! q'- q" I) (q'\ r I q").

(3b)

Qf (q') = ~ (q' I Q i q") f (q") dq",
'Cb- ,b) 2

Cc!

',b)

p=

C,b

[b I ,b)

Pn~n (q).

X

IPI q") = P(q', p')
~ 'fn (q') ~n (q") =

(6)

p(q',

p') 0 (q'- ().

p j2M + V,. (q),
2

(7)

where V is the potential for the externalfield. For
(q 'I B ( q "), we get from Eqs. (4b) , (4c) and (6):

8 (q') = ~ v (I q'- q"' I) (q"'! r! q"') dq"'
=

(z!t1 ) 3 ~ V (i q'- q"' I) dq"' ~

(s)

p(q"', p- ih c:'" )dp.

Finally, we get for A, by means of several transformations,

(4a}
(4b)

(5)

The latter equation follows from the completeness
theorem. It follows from Eq. (6), along with (4b),
that the filling-factor operator'V is precisely the
operator whose matrix elements coincide with the
density matrix.
As far as the operators which correspond to the
different parts of the Hamiltonian are concerned,
the operator which yields (q 'I U I q ") is simply

(; =
Equation {l) corresponds to the stationary case.
It is appropriate to formulate the problem in
operator form, starting out from the matrix elements
for the corresponding operators. The advantage of
such an approach is connected with the independence of the resultant equation of the type of representation, and also with a significant simplification of the computations. The transition to the
operators is brought about with the help of the following equivalent relations:

(q'- q")] dp,

Then (2) has the form:

(2)

n

1

d!') exp [if

"

where p n is the average occupation number; U is

(q' 1A I q") =

p-in

p(q, P) ~n (q) =

(q' IPI q") = ~ Pn1'n(q') ~n (q"),

A is the exchange energy 1

{4c)

which, if we neglect the differential operator in 0
(and also carry out the substitution q '-> (q '+ q '1/2],
goes over into the well known equation of compound representation.
To find the operator which corresponds to the
density matrix, we introduce the filling-factor
operator, whose spectrum is the mean value of the
filling factor:

Here p is the density matrix

(q' I B I q") = ~ v (\ q' -

= < 2~n_)a

~ ~ Q(q",

The quantum-mechanical equations of particles
interacting according to the potential <1q ,_ q,
have, in the Hartree-Fock approximation, the
form: 8

+

(9)

A(q', p') =

~ ~p(q',

p-itt

d~' )v<p'-P)in_dp,
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where V k 1s the Fourier component of the function

V(lq'-q"l).
Equation (1) takes the following form in operator.
notation:

and represents the condition for stationarity of the
distribution. It then follows that p ought to he a
function of operators which commute with the Hamiltonian, i.e., of integrals of the motion.
For a system in which all the degenerate states
which correspond to a given energy value have
their indentical filling factors (for example, for
an atom with all shells filled), we can consider
that
(11)
Concrete form of this function should be given additionally. Thus, if we are interested in a non-degenerate Fermi gas, then
In the case of a degenerate gas, which will be considered below,

fl-

£

0) ]-1 .

p=2 exp \~ +1
A

[

(

(12)

Here E 0 is the upper limit of filling, which is determined by the total charge of the system; moreover,
the possibility is considered of two spin orientations.
Going on to the case of electrostatic interaction
of the particles V (I q ' -q "I) = e 2 /I q '- q "I ,
Ve = - C'fe•
we get operator equations equivalent to (1):

~<I> (r) = -

4,-:pe (r)

e2

A

A(r, p)

=

+ (24.1t"e2
[1./t)a
\

A

A

f

\

A

A

j p [H] dp,

3. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE THOMASFERMI EQUATION OF ORDER 1r.2AND 1i 4

In the computation of the qustntum corrections by
means of the expansion of
[H] in Eq. (13) in a
series of the commutator components of the Hamiltonian use is made of the formula (see Appendix E):

p

f (a+ 8)

=

t (a+ b)

dp'

e<I> (r)- A (r, p);

p[II] = p[H (r, ~- ihV)J.
Here <I> is the self-consistent field: <I>= cpe- 8/e,

p e is the external charge.
The system (13) is an explicit solution of Eq.
(1); the ease of obtaining it is compensated by the
fact that the argument pis itself the sum of non'commuting quantities. The center of difficulty of
the calculation is thus transferred to the realization of the function from the sum of non-commuting
arguments. In cases in which we can neglect this
lack of commutation, i.e., in the quasi- classicaJ
case, the Thomas-Fermi and the Thomas-Fermi-

(14)

+ f" (a + b) • [ab1I 2 + f"' (a + b) · [[ ab1b1I 6
+ f"' (a+ b)· [a [ab]] I 6 + f 1V (a+ b) [ab] 18,
2

where the bar over a + b signifies that a and b
must he considered as commuting (i.e., in \j is to
he omitted in the argument). Considering the degenerate gas (12) , aqd expanding the operator
c [(p-i1r'V) 2 -2Me <I>] in Eq. (13), we take

a= (p- i1i ~) 2 , b = -2Me<I>
which gives for the commutators

[ab]

= -

(15)

4iheM p v<I>

+ 2t~ 2 eM ~<I>+ 4h M (V<I>V),
2

[abj2 = - 16h2 e2 M 2 (pV<I>) 2 + .• :,
[[ab] b1 = - 8h 2e2 M 2 (V<I>)2

(13)

:2:r;/i jp[H ]lp-p'l2.'

fi = ~~ -

Dirac equations follow from the system (13) [in
place of a proof, we refer to Ref. 1, Sec. 16, where
the equations are written in c-numbers which coincide \\rith (13) in thequasi-classical case] .

[a [ab]]

+ ... ,

= - 8h 2 M (pV) 2 <I> + ••.

Consideration of more complicated commutators
in this approximation is unnecessary since it
gives terms "' 1r 3 and higher. Upon substitution
of (14) and (15) in the first equation of (13), and
after integration of the o-function and its derivatives arising here, we get the Thomas-Fermi equation with the quantum corrections*

~<I>+ 41t"pe

=

4,-:ep (<I>, V<I>, ~<I> ... )

= ( 4e

I :?tnh3 )

(16)

[2M (e<I> + E 0 ) 1"'•

- (e3 M 2 I 6;:/i) [2M (e<I>
x [(V<I>) 2

-

+ Eo)J-' 1•

4 (<I>+ Eo I e) ~<I>].

*As has been pointed out by the author, Eq. (16) was
also obtained by A. S. Kompaneets and E. S. Pavlov by
means of a method essentially different from that given
in the present work.
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Here pis the density of the electron cloud; E 0

E

·must be taken equal to zero in the case of a neutral
system. Equation (16) is simplified in the case
•

e<P

=

E1

E 1 = .(2.:/i)s
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+ E0 ~pdr-Eint·

~ (H- E 0 ) [1- e (H- E 0 )] dpdr.

+ E0 <0,

(18)

since here the functions

Differentiating E 1 with respect to E 0 we obtain

1- E, Q,/0'

oE /oE 0 = -

and so forth are identically equal to zero. This
gives for any finite order of 1r

( p • dr

Integrati-ng this. expression, we take it into account
that p depends only on the combination
(16a)
Correction terms of the order of 1r (and generally of
any odd order) are absent, as also follows from the
real nature of p,
.Let us find the correction to the energy which is
determined by quantum effects. According to the
general formula for the approximation of a selfconsistent field,

eiP + E 0
and on commutators which do not contain E 0 •
,
Therefore, we can carry out the integration withE 0
over e<ll, taking the commutators to be constant .

'"

This gives for the energy correction
ci>

&E

=-

e ~ dil> ~

+E

n

(19)

&p (IP, VIP ... ) dr
0

~ &p (IP, VIP ••. ) dr.

The arbitrary constant of integration ought to he so
chosen thatthe resultdid not contain any powers

we get

uf
(17)

eiP +Eo,
e<P + E 0 beside the half- i,ntegral ones, ancl. in
particular, that

e<ll + E 0

be absent in the zeroth power.
In the. second order of 1r, with account of (16), we
get (for E 0 = 0):

where

p=p-inV.
Instead of taking (17) into account and using Eqs.
(14) and (15) , we can establish the connection be·tween the energy corrections and the density p •
For this purpose, we note that for any order of 1r
({is an arbitrary functim),

(20)

Transforming to atomic units e

= M = 1i

= 1

we express 8 2E in terms of p by Eq:(l6) .. This
gives, in the approximation under consideration
ex>

"

~ f (:;- A )p2dp, A =

eiP

+E

0,

0

is represented in the form of an expansion only in
half-integer (positive and negative) powers of A
[in this connection, see Eq.(23)] . This statement
is based on the parity of the half-integral exp_ression
relative top and P, and can be provedby induction. Let us transform (17) to the form

"o E
2

1 ~
(Vp)2
" 1"tm 71'
op 21'e·
= -.n dr - p- - - 3
r

(21)

£-+0

The first term of this expression coincides in
form with the well knawn correction of Weizsacker 2
for the inhomo~neity of the density, but is numerically smaller by a factor of 9. The second term is.
not important if we put in (21) the density mstribution of Hartree'-Fock (or a distribution with a
suitable behavior at zero; see below, Sec.4).
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In conclusion, Jet us establish the dependence on
Z of the quantum correction for an atom with a
nuclear charge Z. Starting out from the estimates

r ,..._. z-'1.,

(25)

p ~ z I ,a~ Z2'

we find
(22)

The estimate of the dependence of Eq.(26) on Z
gives

while in the quasi-classical case,

£ 0 ,......, Z''•.

(26)

Thus, expansion in 1r 2 is at thesame time an
113 * . Th'1s corresponds tothe
expansiOn m
fact that the Tpomas-Fermi equation is the more
accurate the larger the value of Z.
Let us proceed to the quantum corrections of
fourth. order. The technique of computation in this
case IS the same as above, but in place of (14) we
use a formula which contains more complicated
commutators [see Appendix, Eq. (l)] . In the
process of calculation, the relation

· · z-

_

(- l)n-1

, -~~(2M)

•;,

corresponding tothefact that the z-3/ 2 appears
as the expansion parameter.
In conclusion, we note that consideration of the
quantum corrections of fourth order to the ThomasFermi equation requires, generally speaking, a simultaneous consideration of the corrections of se~ond order to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac equation,
1.e., to quantum corrections in the exchange. This
p.roblem h~s a whole series of specific peculiarities and will be set forth in a separate paper.

(2m+ 1) (2m -1)
4. ENERGY OF 11-IE ATOM IN 11-IE STATISTICAL

... (2m- 2n

MODEL

+ 5) (e<I>)m-n+3/~.

is useful. As a result, we obtain the following
expression for the correctness offourth order to the
density:
·

o,p =

(32e 4 M 4 h I 15rc2 ) (2Me<D)-''•

(24)

X {64<I> 3 ll 2 <I>- 192<D 2 V<D. V il<I>

- 64 <1> 2 (V 8

~<<1>) 2

-

80 (il(D) 2 <1> 2

+ 200 <1> il<I> · (V<I>)

2

+ 240<I>V i<fl· V 8 h<D • V ~<<I>- 175 (V<I>)'}.
Expressing the energy correction in terms of p,
we obtain in the given approximation [taking also
into consideration the terms of the same order from
Eq. (20)] ,
*The dimensionless parameter

has the order of
p-'l•r-~

.

""'z-'1 •.

It is known from experiment, and from quantummechanical calculations, that the total energy of an
atom E is a monotonic function of the ordinal
number Z. This bears witness to the weak dependence of E on the details of the internal structure of the atom, and permits us to hope f~r a successful application of the semi-classical statistical
model to the calculation of E. However, calculation
of E by means of the Thomas-Fermi model, which
leads to the expression E = - 0.769 Z 7/2 gives
much too large a value (in absolute magnitude) to
the energy. This is connected with the fact that
the density in the Thomas-Fermi model varies as
r- 2 13 at the origin while qunntum mechanics leads
to a finite value of p at r "' 0. In view of this fact,
there is an excess of electrons in •the neighborhood of the nucleus in the given model in comparison
with their actual distribution. This fact leads to a
lower value of the kinetic energy of the electron
cloud and to a higher value (in absolute magnitude)
of the total energy*. The reason for this is clear
and is eontained in the inapplicability of the quasiclassical Thomas-Fermi equa.tion in the vicinity of
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:the nucleus, since the quantum effects in this region
'must he especially strong. Therefore, we can hope
that calculation of the Weizsacker quantum correction improves the position with respect to the energy
of the atom. This is evident if only from thefact
that for p"' r 3/2 , theintegral (21) tends tom, i.e.,
the energy is each case does not have a minimum
(a growth of p at zero that is weaker than r -1 is
acceptable). However, calculations of N. Sokolov 3
have shown that although the Weizsacker correction
also leads to a decrease (in absolute value) of the
total energy of the atom, this decrease is so great
that divergence from experiment is obtained just
as in the quasi-classical case, but with different
sign. This and also a series of other considerations 3-7 l~ads to the conclusion that the Weizsacker correction has too large a value. One of the
reasons is the circ~mstance that the test function
chosen by Weizsacker in the variational method was
excessively rough and therefore gives a higher
value of the energy.
It was established above that quantum-mechanical considerations lead to a quantum correction
of second order which is 9 times smaller than that
of Weizsacker. The correction we found has been
used by us in the calculation of the total energy of
the atom by the Lenz-Jensen method. This method,
in application to the present problem, has been
described in Ref. 3, where the calculations are
carried o·ut with the Weizsacker correction: therefore the details of thecalc ulation are omitted below·
The :nethod just mentioned is not connected with
the solution of the differential equation for the potential <I> but derives from the expression for the
energy which is expressed in terms of the density

p:

E

= 1~ (37: 2 )' 1• ~ p'1• dr- Z)

+ _!_ \

2 )

P (r 1 ) P (r 2 )

I r1- r, I

+

dr1 dr 2 •

_ ~ ( ~)''· \ p''· dr
4 \

7t

(27)

dr

J

+ o2E + ...

Here the first term is the kinetic energy, the second
and the third are potential terms, the fourth is exchange (without quantum corrections), and, finally,
the remaining terms are the quantum corrections of
the 2nd, 4th, . . . orders. Carrying out the calculations for second order in 1r, we limit ourselves
to writing down five terms and seek a minimum of
(27) by substitution of different test functions of p.
Here it is shown (see also Ref. 3) that, within an
accuracy of 3-4% of the quantity E, this minimum is
realized by the class of functions
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p (r)

q

= c exp { - (Ar) ' },

(28)

where ,\ and (3 are variation parameters and C is
determined by normalization. Upon substitution of
Eq. (28) in 2 E, we can discard the second term in

o

(21) and the Weizsacker correction, decreased by a
factor of 9, will figure in (27).
Departure' of the total energy,

3=(£-£emp )

£emp%

from the empirical (and semi-empirical )values which
are taken from Ref. 4, and also the values of the
parameters are listed in the Table where, moreover
we give the values of for the Thomas-Fermi and
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac equation with the Weizsacker
correction.
For argon ( Z= 18), we have carrkdout estimates
of the fourth order corrections of (26). In this connection, it is important to note that just as the

o

density obtained from the solution of the ThomasFermi equation cannot be used for estimating the
second order correction because of the notably
higher divergence, the density (28) is unsuitable,
for the same reason, for estimating the fourth order
correction. It is necessary to set up the variational
prohle~ for the function included in (26), and we
must limit the class of test functions to functions
which do not lead to the divergencies of (26). More-;
over, for an approximate estimate, we must substitute in Eq. (26) the exact solution of theHartree
equation. 9 This leads to the estimate

34 s~-3%.•
It is evident from the Table above that the second
order quantum correction contributes a term to the
energy"' 20-30%; this bears witness to the ex-'
cellent convergence of the approximation process.
In addition, for accurate determination of the fourth
order correction, it is necessary to take into account quantum-exchange corrections (see the end
of Sec. 3) and also to make use of a much wider
class of test functions with the purpose of improving the accuracy of the result.
I express my deep gratitude to Corresponding
Member of the Academy of Sciences, USSR, V. L.
Ginzburg for his interest in the work and for his
valued remarks, to A. S. Kompaneets for his judgment on a number of problems involved in the research, and also to L. Ia. Trendelev who carried
out tl great deal of the computational work.
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REALIZATION OF A FUNCTION FROM NONCOMMUTING ARGUMENTS

In a number of problems of quantum theory, one
deals with functions of the sum of non-commuting
operators, the rule of operation with which has
recently been clarified by a number of researches. 10
These methods, which appear to be sufficiently
general, can be applied to the problem considered
above of the expansion in powers of Ti, but have a
much more useful special property which stems from
the fact that an expansion in powers of Ti is simultaneously a computation of more complicated
commutators.
As early as 1933, the first terms of an expansion
of functions ofthe sum of operators were_ described
by Peierls but the method used by him in the problem of finding the coefficients of expansion was
extremely crude. A much simpler method is cci'risidered below, with the help of which an expansion
up to four commutators was obtained.
For a sufficiently ~de class of functions
{(a + b), where t and -b are non-com muting arguments, we can use a Fmrier expansion* and thus
work with exponential functions exp [i (a + b) r]

K 2 ('t) = (i't 3 I 6) {[a [ba]]- [b [ball}+ ('t 4 I 8) [ba]2.
In Eq. (a:), the operators K and eiaT no longer act
on e 1bTasa consequence of which the latter
can be moved to the right:

exp [i (a+ b) 't] = K~('ttexpJi (a.+ b) 't J, (d)
where the bar denotes that a and b must be considered as commuting operators, and K (r) ought
not to act on the function following it. Transforming from the Fourier form to the initial function, we
get*

f (a + b) = f (a+ b)

+ f" (a + b) [ab] 12 + f"' (a+ b) {[[ab] b]

+[a [ab]]} I 6·+ f 1v (a+ b) [ab] 2 /8.
Consideration of more complicated commutators
is carried out similarly. Introducing the notation

-----

Q~ =[a [a ... [a [b [b ... [ba] ... ],
m

= exp~(ib-c) K exp (fat), (a)
. "'on the commutators of ;} and b on T,

here K depends
and is determined by an equation which is obtained
upon differentiation of Eq. (a) with respect to 7!

= i exp (- i't [b) a] K-iKa

we obtain the reamining terms of the expansion

Ka ('t) == ('t 4 I 24) (Q~- Q~- Q~)

+ (i't l12o) (7Q~Q~- 4Q~Qg- 6Q~Q~
+ 3Q~Q~) + ('t 148) (Q~) 3 ,
5

6

K4 ('t) = (i't 5l120) (Q~ -1- Q~- Qf- Q5)

+ ('t j720) (- 3Q~Q~- 10 (Qi)
6

oo

•

'(-IT)
L.J
n.1

= "\' -

n

(f)

n

form:

exp [i (a+ b) "ti

exp (- i't [b) a]=: e-t-.b aet-.b

(e)

K (r) up Ito four commutators inclusively in the

Let us represent it in the form

aK I a-c

(c)

(b)

n
,.----._
[b [b ... [ba] ... ].

n-o
Starting out &om K 0 = 1, we find

Similarly, limiting ourselves to two commutators and
to the square of one of them, we get the expression

-

12Q~Qi

2

+ 4Q!Qg

(g)

+ 9Q~Q~- 5Q~Qg + 16QgQi
-IO(Qg) 2 -IOQ~Q~

+ 6Q~Q~) + (i't jl680) (5 Qi (Q~) 2
+ 11 Q~QiQ~ + 19 (Q~) 2 Qi
7

-8 (Q~) 2 Q~- 12Q~Qg4~
- 15Qg (Q~) 2)

+ ('t 8j384) (Q~) 4 •••
(h)

*For the functions f(a + b), we must use the discontinuous integral of Dirichlet.

*The quantity Tplays the role of the differentiation
operator with respect to(lTD.
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Capture of •conduction electrons by charged defects of an ionic crystal lattice is
regarded as a one-quantum thermal transition from the c?nti?uous spectrum to an ex~ited
state of the discrete spectrum. The role of the perturbation IS played by the nonconhgurational interaction which in an ideal crystal leads to ordinary polaron scattering. The
capture probability as a function of polaron velocity has been computed and the temperature dependence of current-carrier lifetime has been established.

l·

INTRODUCTION

I

N the phenomenological theory of semiconductocs, the recombination coefficients of conduction electrons with "impurity centers" such as
ion vacancies or excess interstitial· ions) are
usually regarded as parameters to be determined by
comparing the theory with experiment. The large
number of such parameters endows the formulas of
the phenomenological theory with excessive approximational flexibility so that the comparison of
the theory with experiment is sometimes inconclusive. Therefore, calculation of the probability
of electron capture by an impurity center using the
methods of a microscopic theory is of considerable
interest.
We shall not in this article attempt a complete
review of the theortical work on this problem. We
shall, however, indicate that a treatment of the
problem very similar to ours was first published
by Adirovich, 1 who regarded electron capture as a
quantum transition induced by the ?on~onfigu~a
tional interaction of an electron With IOn motions
(the violation of adiabaticity). Adirovich's proposed model of a pulsating double layer enabled
him to make a qualitative estimate of capture
probability.

7l

A thedretical formula for the reombination coefficient which does not contain undetermined parameters and which permits comparison of the theory
with experiment was obtained by Pekar, 2 who divided the process of electron capture by an impurity center into the diffusion of an e_l~ctron to a
lattice defect and direct thermal transitiOn to a
discrete energy level. In crystals where conduction
electron mobility is low, the first part of the process can play the deciding role.
Pekar and the present author3 made a c.omparison
of the recombination coefficient calculated on this
hypothesis with experimental data on electron
capture by F centers in alkali halide crystals a?d
obtained satisfactory results. Nevertheless, without a quantum mechanical calculation of the_ thermal
transition probability (of an electron) to a dis:
crete level, the "diffusion" theory of recombmations is of uncertain applicability. There are undoubtedly cases in which the second stage ?f.the
process rather than the first, plays the decidmg
role.
The present article attempts a quantum mechanical calculation of the probability for electron capture by a positively charged ionic crystal lattice
defect (such as a negative ion vacancy). Such a
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ERRATA TO VOLUME 5
We are indebted to Mr. D. A. Kirzhnits of the P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R. for
calling our att,ention to a few regrettable errors in the translation of his article "Quantum Corrections to the ThomasFermi Equation" [Soviet Phys. JETP 5, 64-71 (August, 1957); original in J, Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 32, liS
- 123 (January, 1957)].
P. 66, column 1- the text following Eq. ( 11) should read
Concrete form of this function should b4~ given additionally.
Thus, if we are interested in a non-degenerate Fermi gas,
then

In the case of a degenerate gas, which will be considered
below

p=

I - e (H- £ 0 ),

e (x)

= x // x j.

( 12)

Additional errata are:
P. 68, column l, 9 lines above Eq. (23)

reads

z-~

should read

z-~

P. 68, column 2, first line after Eq. (26)

reads

z-%

should read

z-%

P. 68, column 2, 14th line from bottom

reads

E=-0.769Z%

should read

E =- 0. 769 Z '1.

reads

,-%

should read

,-%

P. 68, column

!~,

lOth line from bottom

P. 69, column

!~,

the following table was omitted
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Variational
parameters
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4.0
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Other Errata
Page

Should Read

Reads

Line

Column

Volume 4
T:r::p~pn

Eq. (3)

38
I96
377
377
516
5I6
497

I
2
2

p:
May 7, 1956

Date of submittal

July 26, I956

035

= 1J- 21-"t]j

a3 =
s~

6.3°
c2 ••.

"I)

035

= -21 °1] 5 .

a 3 == -G.3'·'l

s,'c

Replace A 1 s~ 1c2 by A 1

...

Eq. (7)

900

May 7, I955

Date of submittal
Caption for Fig. I
Caption for Fig. 2
Eq. (29)
Eqs. (31) and (32)

] uly 26, I955

~ awa (I, P)

i_

!u: c, a

()!'"-'

. . .

)1,
2-"·
'~ ~ l ........
c.

.

0

•

".<.

(This causes a corresponding change in the
numerical coefficients in the expressions that
result from the calculation of the effects of
the plasma particles on each other) .

804

2

. . . exp {-(f- \/')}

Eq. (1)

I· .. exp {-(T- V')rl}

Volume 5
59

1

v l (lfJF0 jfJx)

Eq. (6)

+ ...

where E l is the projection of the electric
field E on the direction 1

91
253
318
398

2

I

A= 0.84 (1+221A)

Eq. (26)

Tl2o4, 206

First line of summary
Figure caption
Figure caption

... to a cubic relation.
A series of points etc.

1339

where the bar indicates averaging over
the angle and E l is
the projection of the
electric field E alodg
the direction I

e

A= 0.84/(1+22/A)
11203, 205

... to a cubic relation,
and in the region 10
- 20°K to a quadratic
relation. A series of
points 9, coinciding
with points 0, have
been omitted in the
region above l0°K.

